Ad-hoc Changes in IoT-aware Business Processes
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Abstract—The Internet of Things makes it possible to adapt the behaviour of business processes in response to real-time context updates. In addition, physical items can run and validate parts of the business processes and optimise their execution, while reducing message transmissions. State-of-the-art event-driven, service-oriented architecture approaches contribute to enabling inter-organisational collaboration and interoperability of heterogeneous hardware, but their applicability is limited to pre-planned, well-structured processes. We take a step forward by supporting ad-hoc changes within business processes, considering changes in the state of the Things; likewise, whenever needed, the software controlling the behaviour of sensors may be dynamically reconfigured as a result of changes in the functional specifications of business processes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the vision for bridging the gap between the physical world and its representation within the digital world. Radio-Frequency IDentification (RFID), as well as Near Field Communications (NFC), and Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks (WSAN) are recognized as the atomic components that link both worlds. Notably, a new sort of sensors, named smart objects, come equipped not only with wireless communication, memory, and context awareness, but also with computation capabilities [1, 2].

The IoT will have an impact on the execution of business processes, profiting from the context information that the IoT provides to optimising their execution and the capability of reacting to emergent real-time situations [1]. Additionally, smart objects can also perform parts of the business process logic, whenever central control is not required. This helps reducing the amount of central processing and data exchanged between a central system and physical objects [3, 4]. Manufacturing, supply chain management, energy, health and automotive are some of the most promising application areas of the IoT [4].

To provide information and functionalities of physical objects to business processes, the Web Services technology offers a promising approach, since it facilitates interoperability and encapsulates the heterogeneity and specificities of physical objects [3, 5, 6].

The Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (WS-BPEL) has emerged as the de-facto standard for implementing processes based on (web) services [7]. Several proposals follow a synchronous request and response paradigm, using the IoT information as decision context in predefined points of business processes [8–14].

In what concerns event-driven approaches, they support more reactive business processes. They use languages based on event-condition-action (ECA) rules [15] or the Web Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) [16, 17].

However, despite we can use these approaches to define how exceptional or unusual conditions should be handled, we still have to define them before execution. If everything is predetermined before execution, processes are not able to fully benefit from the IoT [3]. To react to real-time IoT information, we need to support ad-hoc changes to business processes. For instance, let us consider a process that needs to re-schedule its deliveries because it has been notified that the temperature inside a cargo container has reached some threshold. This cannot be achieved by terminating or cancelling the process, but by changing its behaviour, while it is still executing.

In this paper, we begin by identifying main changing requirements in IoT-aware business processes, considering the application scenario of dangerous goods transportation. Then, we address fundamental issues for supporting ad-hoc changes in IoT-aware business processes. We provide mechanisms to change execution flows while ensuring their correctness, by defining change primitives and compliance criteria.

In addition, we also support changes in the behaviour of physical objects by reprogramming them dynamically and remotely, considering they execute parts of business processes. For that purpose, we introduce Callas, a sensor programming language for which we implemented System Development Kits (SDKs) for two Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) platforms.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section II, we start by presenting our application scenario. After defining some simplified WS-BPEL examples, we use them to identify the main changing requirements of IoT-aware business processes. Section III surveys related work. In Section IV, we present our approach to change sensors behaviour and in Section V we describe how we can perform ad-hoc changes.
in IoT-aware business processes in a correct way. Finally, we draw our conclusions and provide an overview of future work.

II. DANGEROUS GOODS TRANSPORTATION SCENARIO

The European Agreement concerning the International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road, commonly known as ADR, governs transnational transport of hazardous materials. The ADR was put forward to ensure the safety of people (either directly involved, such as consigners or carriers, or indirectly involved, such as emergency staff in case of an emergency situation), properties, and the environment. This way, it aims at minimizing the risk of incidents and guaranteeing an effective response. In this section, we describe how sensors can help to comply with ADR requirements. After presenting some examples with the WS-BPEL language, we use them to identify the main challenges we have to overcome to support ad-hoc changes in IoT-aware business processes.

A. Using WSN in Dangerous Goods Transportation

In the following, we present some applications of WSN that may help to comply with ADR requirements:

- **Tracking and tracing vehicles:** these systems aim at monitoring vehicle routes with real-time knowledge of their position. The vehicle sensors are configured with the routes and only have to inform the central system about deviations. Periodically, a sensor obtains the vehicle position with a satellite location system, or cellular network systems triangulation, and sends it to a back-end system for central processing. The MITRA project [18] researched the use of these systems to monitor dangerous goods transportation, while Dias and Fontana [19] use them to guarantee cargo security. These systems can reduce the amount of exchanged data and central processing, whenever the vehicle routes is known in advance. However, to deal with unexpected events, such as changes in traffic conditions, they need to reconfigure the initial route, while vehicles are on the road.

- **Monitoring the storage of dangerous goods:** as an example, the EU research Project CoBIs [20] already uses a sensor network to monitor the storage of chemical containers. It ensures the following rules: (1) only a certain amount of chemical may share one place, (2) storage of specific combinations of chemicals is prohibited, (3) some substances must be kept in a special storage area. When rules are broken, sensors send alerts to a back-end system, and raise visual alerts for local notification. However, current services nodes only provide support for changing the amount stated by rule (1).

- **Monitoring transport conditions:** these systems use sensors to monitor containers conditions, such as, temperature, pressure, tampering, or door opening. For example, in [3], the authors use sensors to monitor fruit quality changes during transport. Sensors pre-process their data and submit only substantial changes to the freight owner. They dynamically load software for the transport instructions, by using the JADE framework.

All the above examples emphasise the benefits of using sensors to provide real-time information and execute parts of the business logic. In addition, they also justify the need for remotely changing sensor logic in real-time.

We now illustrate, in WS-BPEL, how sensor information and functionality can be integrated into business processes.

B. BPEL Examples

Web services present two main interaction patterns types:

- **request-response:** clients send a request and receive a response synchronously.
- **subscribe-notification:** clients register to a web service to receive event notifications.

These interaction patterns are used to get sensors information synchronously or asynchronously. Both implicitly cause the execution of more or less complex programs in sensors. For instance, we may query the current temperature or the average temperature of the sensor network. Alternatively, we subscribe an event that will notify us when the temperature reaches some threshold.

Figure 1 presents a sketch of a WS-BPEL process that centrally monitors the temperature of a cargo container.

---

1From the French abbreviation Accord européen relatif au transport international des marchandises dangereuses par route.
Fig. 2. A WS-BPEL example to monitor temperature on the sensor data. Structured activities contain other activities and define the business logic control flow.

In this example, we use the basic activity invoke to call the web service getTemperature. The structured activities we use are:

- flow: specifies the parallel execution of the monitorization and the main execution flow of the process;
- while: specifies the loop to invoke the getTemperature every fifteen minutes;
- sequence: specifies the sequential executions of activities when the temperature reaches the value 12; and
- if–else: evaluates whether the temperature reaches the value 12.

In Figure 2, we illustrate an alternative way to monitor the temperature of the container. Here we transfer the logic of testing the value of the temperature to the sensor. This way, the business process only performs two main operations:

- invoke notifyTemperature to subscribe the service: this web service receives an argument with the temperature threshold value; and
- handle the event reception with an onEvent element within an event handler: this way, the process can receive events in parallel to its "normal" flow. The message event represents the web service method handleTemperature exposed by the process. When the process receives the event, i.e., when the method handleTemperature is invoked, it executes the sequence activity inside the scope of the onEvent handler.

C. Changing Requirements

Considering sensors behaviour, we identify two types of changes:

- changing configuration values: for instance, the threshold of notifyTemperature; and
- changing software code: for instance, reprogramming the way sensors monitor the temperature to compare it with a minimum threshold as well.

We can change configuration values by re-subscribing notifyTemperature with the new threshold value, or by providing a web service to perform this functionality. However, performing the second type of change is more complex, because we need to generate the code to reprogram sensors, and install it dynamically, taking into account the limitations and the heterogeneity of sensors.

In addition, we may need to change the execution flow of business processes. We distinguish the following types of change:

- changing or reordering activities: for example, a delivery process may need to re-schedule its cargo after being notified that the temperature inside the container raised above a pre-defined threshold; this cannot be achieved by terminating or cancelling the process. Instead, we change its behaviour: we can reorder the execution of activities or we can perform more substantial changes, such as replacing some activities;
- changing subscriptions: we may need to subscribe or unsubscribe some events.

While performing ad-hoc changes, we need to ensure the correctness of process executions, considering the state of the execution flow. Indeed, we cannot add a new activity in a sequence of activities, before one already executed.

Finally, to meet these requirements within the context of IoT-aware business processes, we must take into account that: (i) business processes executions are distributed among physical objects, (ii) the parts of business logic that physical objects execute are not controlled directly by the central systems, since they are encapsulated as web services, and (iii) we have to minimize information exchanges due to physical objects limitations.

III. RELATED WORK

Web Services technology offers a promising approach to provide IoT information and functionalities to business processes [3]. However, limitations of physical objects in terms of computation power, battery supply, and communication range have to be overcome. Priyantha et al. propose solutions to deal with the overhead of the structured data formats used in web services [21], and Leguay et al. propose a simpler protocol and software architecture that reproduces the architectural concepts and information exchanges of a regular SOA implementation [5].

To distribute parts of the business logic among physical objects, some proposals use software agents. Despite the possibility of offering agent functionalities as web services and the advantages of encapsulating hardware heterogeneity and remote reprogramming of physical objects, agent frameworks present limitations. The mobile software agents transmission overhead and the runtime environment overhead, commonly based on Java, contribute to lower performance [3].
To use IoT information within business processes, many proposals follow a synchronous request and response paradigm, where IoT information is used in predefined points of business processes. They use the information that the IoT provides to: (i) define state transition constraints [8–10], (ii) determine the services that compose processes [11], (iii) choose between multiple implementations for a specific service [12], or (iv) determine whether a service should participate in future compositions [13,14]. In particular, the language Context4BPEL proposes an extension to WS-BPEL to support context-aware process definitions [10].

Event-driven approaches follow two main directions: (i) they define languages based on ECA rules and use these rules to generate the WS-BPEL composition of web services automatically and dynamically according to events [15], or (ii) they use the WS-CDL language to define business processes and generate the compliant WS-BPEL compositions to execute [17].

However, to take advantage of IoT information, business processes need to react to new situations in real time, changing their execution flow [3]. Traditionally, systems that support ad-hoc changes address the problem of assuring the correctness of process executions, despite run-time changes. This is achieved by providing a set of operations with a constrained use to guarantee that the process definition continues syntactically correct and that the process execution is compliant with its definition [22,23].

Reichert and Rinderle apply to WS-BPEL existing approaches supporting adaptive business processes, focusing on fundamental issues and exclude more advanced WS-BPEL process patterns [22].

More recent works address ad-hoc changes in distributed workflow management systems, where they have to coordinate each part of an execution flow that may span many servers. In the ADEPT project, the authors propose methods for modifying the process execution flow and transferring it to respective servers, considering the state of each part of the execution flow [24].

However, none of these approaches considers that we may not directly control some parts of processes, since they are distributed among physical objects and encapsulated as web services.

IV. CHANGING SENSORS BEHAVIOUR

This section introduces Callas [25], a programming language for sensor networks that we adopted for modelling IoT-aware business processes. Callas has two main properties that justify our choice: it is self-reconfigurable (i.e., it may be reprogrammed dynamically without physical intervention on the sensors), and it is type-safe. We then present a Callas example illustrating its support for reprogramming sensors using web services.

A. The Callas Programming Language

Callas offers constructs to define sensor computations, communications, code mobility, and code updates. The language is based on a process calculus that establishes the foundations for developing programming languages and run-time systems for sensor networks.

Sensor network applications are built by plugging together components called modules. Dynamic reprogramming is supported by modules that can be exchanged between sensors and then installed locally upon reception on a sensor.

The programming language, along with its run-time system, presents two fundamental static properties: the type-safety of the language, and the soundness of its run-time system. These properties ensure the absence of an important class of run-time errors in sensor network applications, shortening both development time and debugging time. The type-safety property ensures that well-typed programs will not raise run-time protocol errors. A compiler for a type-safe programming language statically type-checks code and prematurely detects run-time protocol errors in the usage of modules, before the application is deployed over the network. The soundness property ensures that the underlying run-time system preserves the semantics of the programming language. This is achieved by implementing the run-time system based on an abstract specification (e.g., a virtual machine).

We have built two Software Development Kits (SDKs) for programming Wireless Sensor Networks with Callas in two different platforms, one for real-life Sun SPOT devices [26], and another for the VisualSense simulator [27]. Since we abstract the run-time system (e.g., sensors hardware) with the virtual machine, the same compiler can be used for both. Each SDK, however, must provide its implementation of the virtual machine.

B. Programming with Callas

The example listed in Figure 3 programs a sensor node that responds to temperature queries (getTemp) and notifies a central node when the temperature raises above a threshold (notifyTemp).

```java
# declare module sampler
module s of Sampler:
  def getTemp(self):
    curTemp = extern senseTemp()
    send log(curTemp)
  def threshold(self):
    15.0
  def notifyTemp(self):
    curTemp = extern senseTemp()
    if curTemp >= curThreshold:
      send alert(curTemp)

# load the sensor memory
newMem = load
# update function sample
store newMem
# invoke sample every ten minutes, for one week
notifyTemp every 10*60*24*7
```

Fig. 3. A program for querying/notifying a temperature in a WSN.
A Callas program is a sequence of type and module declarations, assignments, expressions, and conditionals. It uses Python’s line-oriented syntax, where indentation (the number of spaces in the beginning of a line) demarcates syntactic blocks.

The program starts with a type declaration (lines 1–4). It begins with the reserved word `defmodule`, followed by the type identifier `Sampler`, and defines a module with three functions: `getTemp`, `notifyTemp`, and `threshold`.

Lines 7–19 declare a module bound to variable `s` of type `Sampler` just introduced. The declaration proceeds by defining the module’s functions. Each function defines a signature and a body. For instance, the definition of function `getTemp` (lines 8–10) starts with the reserved word `def`, succeeded by the name of the function `getTemp`, and by a comma-separated list of parameters in parenthesis. The first parameter in any function is the module itself, e.g., to allow for recursive calls.

The function body is a sequence of terms. Functions are second-class values, meaning that they cannot be handled as a value, e.g., passed to a module. Notice that, as in Python, when a line ends with a colon the remaining lines form a syntactic group with an increased indentation. The body of function `getTemp` consists of two terms: the first assigns to variable `curTemp` the result from an external call to get the ambient temperature from the device; the second term is a network call to function `log`, passing the value of variable `curTemp` as an argument. Expression `send log(curTemp)` is an asynchronous call to function `log` in the neighboring nodes. This expression yields as a result an empty module (that is the outcome of function `getTemp`). The definition of functions `threshold` and `notifyTemp` should be straightforward to follow.

The memory content of a sensor may be replaced dynamically throughout the lifetime of the device. For accessing the memory of a device we use expressions `load` and `store`. Lines 21–23 load the code of the device and save it into variable `mem` (line 21), assign to variable `newMem` a new module, by composing the modules in variables `mem` and `s` (line 22), and store the new module in memory (line 23).

Expression `mem || s` merges the functions of both modules `mem` and `s` into a new module, giving precedence to the functions of module `s` in case of name clashes (i.e., the same function name appearing on both modules).

We program a timed-event in line 25 that invokes function `notifyTemp` every ten minutes for a week. This function triggers an `alert` event if the temperature raises the threshold.

### C. Reprogramming Sensors via Web Services

The Callas language, as well as its run-time environment, allows for dynamic reprogramming of modules, meaning that while the sensor application is deployed, we can change its code without recovering the physical devices and reprogram them one by one.

This feature allows us to accommodate the sensor’s behaviour according to the changes occurred in the business process.

To replace sensor code remotely we send it as a module and install it in the sensor, upon reception. For instance, if we want to change the temperature threshold value, say to 18 degrees, we simply deploy a new threshold function. The code for the base station is the following:

```python
module s1 of Threshold:
    def threshold(self):
        18.0

send deploy(s1)
```

assuming that `Threshold` is the type of a module with the threshold function. The code for the `deploy` function running in the sensor receives the module and updates its memory. We sketch it as part of a system module of the sensor:

```python
module system of System:
    ...
    def deploy(this, module):
        curMem = load
        updatedMem = curMem || module
        store updatedMem
    ...
```

More interesting is to change the algorithm of the `notifyTemp` function. Let us change it to send an alert if the temperature is not in the range `threshold–5` and `threshold`.

The new code is sketched below:

```python
module s2 of NotifyTemp:
    def notifyTemp(self):
        curTemp = extern senseTemp()
        curThreshold = threshold()
        if curTemp < curThreshold–5 or curTemp > curThreshold:
            send alert(curTemp)

send deploy(s2)
```

The interface with sensors, either for querying data or for code update, can be triggered from various sources such as a web service. In this case, we define a web service proxy to translate web service invocations to Callas function invocations.

### V. AD-HOC CHANGES TO BUSINESS PROCESSES

To support ad-hoc changes we need to guarantee the correctness of process executions. A process execution is correct if its definition is syntactically correct, and if it is compliant with its definition, i.e., if it has been executed according to its definition up to the current moment [23].

We find two approaches for supporting ad-hoc changes, one that performs ad-hoc changes in two steps and another in only one step, providing in the last case a set of change operations with pre-conditions to enforce compliance.

When performing ad-hoc changes in two steps, users first change the process definition and then migrate the process execution to this new definition. To support the change of process definitions, systems provide a complete and minimal set of primitives that allows changing the various aspects of the process definition, such as inserting and deleting activities. Completeness refers to the provision of a set of operations that do not restrict the user to specify the required changes. This completeness should be met with a minimal set of primitives. Typically, these primitives guarantee that the new version of the definition is syntactically correct [23].

Before migrating a process execution to the changed process definition, systems have to check its compliance in order to...
guarantee that the execution is still valid under the changed definition, preventing run-time errors. A simple but inefficient approach for assessing compliance is checking the process execution history for compatibility. More efficient approaches define migration conditions for each of the change operations, and determine whether migration is possible by considering the migration conditions of all the change operations used to derive the new process definition [22].

In the following, we identify the complete and minimal set of primitives to support ad-hoc changes of IoT-aware business processes, and the compliance criterion that accounts for these process requirements.

A. Change Primitives

We focus our work in the parts of business processes that interact with sensors. We support all the changes we need to perform with two primitives: remove and add a basic activity. With these two primitives, we support the change operations as follows:

- **Remove and add a synchronous request to a web service**: these two operations are the same as the remove and add of a basic activity;
- **Remove and add a subscription**: same as above. We point out that we can change the argument value of a subscription with a composite operation: we first remove the current subscription, and then we add a new one with the new value;
- **Remove and add a sensor functionality**: as we describe in Section IV, we support these operations with web services.

B. Compliance Criterion

An execution flow is compliant with a changed process definition $D$ if it could have been executed according to $D$ as well, and would consequently have produced the same effects on the flow state and variables. This is always the case when the execution flow is still in a stage where changes do not conflict, *i.e.*, the execution flow has not advanced beyond the steps where the old and the changed definitions differ. Otherwise, we need to check the history of the execution flow. In that case, the execution flow is compliant with process definition $D$ if its history describes a valid flow of process definition $D$.

Reichert and Rinderle already relax this criterion to avoid excluding execution flows from being migrated when some already executed loop iteration is not compliant with the changed process definition. They (logically) discard from the execution history those history entries produced within previous loop iterations [22].

In the following, we explain why we also need a less restrictive correctness criterion for IoT-aware business processes. We consider each primitive operation individually:

- **Remove and add a synchronous request to a web service**: this relaxed correctness criterion is still too restrictive if we consider executions flows that derive from an event reception. Similarly to loop iterations, let us consider a flow instance of the example illustrated in Figure 2, which already has received the event once and has executed the corresponding steps to handle it. Suppose that it receives this event for the second time and needs to change the set of steps it uses to handle the event, for instance, by adding a new activity. This change would not be allowed, because the execution history of the first event handling is not compliant with the changed process definition:
  - **Remove and add a subscription**: to remove an event subscription, we have to consider two different cases. If the process has not received a notification of the event, the change may be applied straightforwardly. Indeed, without this subscription the execution flow history remains compliant. Otherwise, taking into account the above criterion, this change would not be allowed, considering the history entries of the flow executed to handle the received event. The add operation of an event subscription raises another problem: take the example illustrated in Figure 1. If we want to add a subscription to receive a notification when the temperature gets lower below a pre-defined threshold, we do not have information on whether this event could have already occurred, thus we can not determine if the execution flow would have been the same with this subscription. Indeed, we do not save history information about values that sensors read and that not useful to processes, simply because sensors do not send them to processes;
  - **Remove and add a sensor functionality**: the problem with the add operation of an event subscription is similar to the one we observe with the primitives to remove and add sensor functionalities. Indeed, with this kind of change, we can not determine whether an execution flow would produce the same effects on flow state and variables.

Taking into account the previous considerations, we extend the correctness criterion defined by Reichert and Rinderle by (logically) discarding from the execution history not only those history entries produced within previous loop iterations, but also those entries produced by previous event receptions. In addition, we also consider that the execution history does not include history information about sensors behaviour that has not been explicitly asked. This way, we only need migration conditions for the primitives to remove and add a synchronous request to a web service, which remains the ones that Reichert and Rinderle already defined for the primitives of removing and adding activities.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Business processes can greatly benefit from the IoT, since physical objects can run software providing real-time information for detecting unanticipated situations, which can trigger immediate reactions including the adoption of new radically different process. The execution of these new processes can involve on-the-fly reprogramming of sensors, which we support through a wireless sensor network framework running programs in Callas. Callas is a sensor-oriented programming language, self-reconfigurable and type-safe.
Our work introduces mechanisms for performing ad-hoc changes in IoT-aware business processes in a correct way. We identified the change primitives that support the change operations needed for modifying the parts of the business process that interact with physical objects. In addition, we defined a compliance criterion that does not exclude unnecessary changes from being performed.

In the near future, we intend to extend our approach to deal with evolutionary changes, i.e., how we can apply changes to a group of run-time execution processes.

To validate our model for creating and executing IoT-aware business processes, we will create a testbed for simulating a realistic sensor-rich environment for tracing and tracking dangerous goods transportation and will measure users and systems responses to unforeseen events in this environment.
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